805 without degrading the pattern near e: , { . An equivalent. procedure (4) may be written equivalent.ly as would be t.o relocate t.he fixed zeros. 
If a dipole antenna is viewed as a thin perfectly conducting cylinder, the firsborder integral equation which describes the axid-current dist,ribution may be expresed in the form [ l ] vo Ir_:*Iz(zr) K(z,z!) In the expression for t.he kernel K , a is the radim of the dipole and k is the aavenumber. In free space the intrinsic impedance may be approximated by 1 2 0~ ohms. Using this approximation, the integral equation may be rearit.ten as To obtain an approximate expression for t,he current., awrlme t.hat it may be expanded in the following form:
Sote that. t.his expansion is an even function of z'; therefore, this form of expansion is limited to axial currents which are evenly distributed along the length of the antenna. It is useful to make the following definitiom:
Substituting (7) into (6) gives the following matrix equation:
111)
If n z is even, u ,~ = s , (zl,h) ; if nl is odd, w m = c, (zl,h). The elemellts of t,he [ F ] and [.4] matrices may easily be computed 011 a highspeed digital computer. Therefore, the coefficients in the espallsion for t,he current are determined by the equation
The half-wavelength dipole has been analyzed using t.hk technique. The m + 1 values of z needed to wTite the system of lillear equations are selected by choosing uniformly spaced points along the half-1engt.h of the antenna h. The impedance of the antenna is det.ernlined by dividing the driving voltage by the current at the center iz = 0 ) . Using (4) the impedance is which is just the zero-order current. obtained from
for a halhavelength antenna. Increasing the approximat.ion to m = 2 is equivalent. t.o adding a sine term to t.he expansion. This ca.uses a significant improvement, in the impedance, as would be expected. Experimental measurements indicate that for z > 0 the slope of t,he current. is positive at the center of t,he antenna and the addition of the sine term provides the necessary slope. A s Fig. 1 The method is preaent.ly being applied to antennas of arbitrary length. Fig. 2 is a graph of the current distribution using a five-term approximation for the current. A curve showing t.he experimentally measured current is included as a reference, as is the second-order dist.ribution obtained by King It is shown that for early times, the pattern response appears as if the ground screen were of W t e extent, while at very long times, the response approaches that expected for a homogeneous flat ground.
INTRODUCTIOS
Low-angle radiation from a dipole antenna over a finitely conducting ground may be improved by t.he use of a metallic ground screen. The limited size of any practical system does not permit. one to realize fully the ideal pattern for a perfectly conducting ground plane. Quantitative studies of this important, effect have been the subject of various theoretical and experimental investigations [1> [3] . Without exception the analyses have been carried out for time-harmonic fields. In this communication we -wish to develop a transient solut.ion. To simplify the discussion, a relatively simple model is adopted, and the source dipole moment is assumed to be a step function of time.
FORMULATION OF THE TIME-HARMONIC PROBLEY
With respect to a cylindrical coordinate system (p,+,z) the earth's surface is at. z = 0, and the source electric dipole is located at z = h on the axis. As indicated in Fig. 1 , the circular ground screen is located on t,he surface z = 0 and is bounded by p = a.
In the absence of the ground sptem the surface impedance is 2, which do-not vary with p. On the other hand, the surface impedance of the ground screen, in parallel with the homogeneous eart,h, is Zaf. This, in effect,, is saying that the effective surface impedance for the entire ground plane is Z,' for 0 < p < a, and Z for p > a.
For convenience, we will discuss the problem init,ially for a time fact.or exp (id). The current moment of t,he dipole is designated P 0 ( w ) , and the magnetic field in the far zone bas the form ( 1) where Ro is the distance to the observer, $0 the angle subtended by Bo and the earth's surface, and c the velocity of light in a vacuum.
W' is a pattern function which is normalized to be unity if the dipole height h were zero, and i f the entire ground plane were perfect.ly conducting. 
